STUDENTS REPORT!

▶ Lower School Presents: The Lorax
▶ Fifth Grade visits Oukaimeden
▶ Honor Choir at CAS!

VIEWPOINT: YEAR IN REVIEW
WHAT DID WE LEARN THIS YEAR?

CASABLANCA AMERICAN SCHOOL’S LOWER SCHOOL MAGAZINE
THE TRIP TO SALE
(Nadine Bestami, 1A)
We took the school bus to Salé. We ate the snack in the bus and when we arrived, we went to see the pottery. then we made a khamsa and a tajine. It was an amazing day!

THE MOST INTERESTING TOPIC EVER
(Rasmus Olsen, 5B)
In the 5th grade you will learn all kinds of stuff. But my favorite topic was the explorers. It was an amazing experience to write about Lewis and Clark (my explorers). You will learn how they survive the journey and the best part is you can choose who to study. I wanted to study Merriweather Lewis. In Mr. Schwartz’s class you will read a fantastic book about many explorers. It was called "Age of Exploration." After a month there will be a test about the book so you have to study. I bet you will have a fantastic time studying the Age of Exploration. Don't forget to study hard!

SNAIL WORKSHOP
(Sofia Siraji, PFB)
Mr. Abby did a workshop. I had fun. Now I know snails do not have a nose. I know what snails eat. They eat lettuce.

MY CLASS THIS YEAR
(Walid Ait Bouftass, 2B)
Second grade has been my most favorite year in lower school so far. I'm enjoying my class and my teacher, Ms. Clark, is funny and very creative. She's an amazing teacher. She explains everything until I understand. Ms. G. is the best art teacher, she knows how to draw. She teaches me how to paint and do cool things. Also PE is fun. She teaches about sportsmanship.

Math
(Youssef Allali, PFA)
My favorite day was math class. I really like math class. I learned a lot this year in math class!

SHARING TIME
(Mohamed Idhali, 1A)
My favorite thing this year was sharing time. I liked sharing time because we learned many things by sharing. I also liked it because I love participating. This is why I love sharing time.

SPACE
(Youssef El Arbiti, 5B)
Fifth grade has been great. My favorite thing I have learned this year is how big space is. In science, taught by Ms. Terri, we learned about all types of stars. My favorite is the supernovas. Supernovas are stars that are about to explode. That's why I like them. I also learned that space is fascinating. There might be aliens in space. There are millions of stars in outer space.

WATER SLIDE EXPERIMENT
(Fatima-Zahrae Elmouadden, 2B)
In science and social studies, me and my group made a water slide with recycling things such as toilet paper rolls, empty tissue boxes and water bottles. We had so much fun working together and learning to cooperate. We changed our water slide three times, but we still discovered how to make a water bottle balance, what should we add and take off, and what will make it pretty. We got recorded, and took a photo of the group with the water slide. It might not have been the best water slide, but we did learn something that day.
**MY ROCK, SAND, SOIL PROJECT**  
*(Mamoune Ihoussina, 2B)*

I liked this project because it was a hard project and I liked it because it was so good. I liked the part where we let in the night. So the other day the rocks won because we put some water until the water goes down because there was space between the rocks. Everyone liked it and it was a good experiment. It was good because I learned a lot of things. I learned that small rocks have spaces between rocks, and soil keeps water, but some water goes down. So that was a good experiment!

**LEARNING IN PFB**  
*(Yanis Nibrasse, PFB)*

I like Wonder Words because it helps me learn things in a fun way. Wonder Words encourages me to read books.

**OUKAIDEN TRIP**  
*(Hamza Sehti, 5A)*

This year there was one field trip that blew my mind. Of course it was the Oukaimden trip. It was very fun. We got to go rock climbing on a real mountain, hiking in nature, and I also got to play soccer in an open space in nature. All of these things were things I had never done. I also really enjoyed this trip because I was with my friends the whole trip. This is very important because we became stronger and closer to each other. In conclusion, I am very happy for participating in this trip because it is now an amazing experience I will never forget.

**THE LORAX**  
*(Tom Lelièvre, 5A)*

Every year we have a school play. This year it was The Lorax. My part was the old Onceler. Everyday I worked on my lines. Every time we had practice and it wasn't my scene I practiced my lines. Everybody did a good job. When it was the day of the play, everybody was scared to mess up a line or drop something. When The Lorax finished we were all happy with ourselves. We all congratulated each other. Everybody was smiling!

**OUR RACE TO SPACE**  
*(Fadi Baghâl, 4C)*

If you are a fan of space, you will want to listen to my story of adventure, comedy, fun, and science. This is the place to begin. It all started on a day when the teacher gave us a competition about space. We got to be in groups and pick a name. Our name was "Unnamed Team." We were losing at first, but we did not give up. At the end, the teacher was going to say the winning team's name. We heard our name and started jumping around! It was my best unforgettable day.

**SPRING FAIR AND THE MASKS**  
*(Sonia Boutaleb, 1A)*

They were cool because I had a lot of fun! I played, I ate popcorn, and I swam!

**SNAILS**  
*(Ghalia Saoudi, PFA)*

Learning about snails was my favorite experiment. Snails have two holes: one for breathing and one for excreting. Snails belong to a group called Mollusks.

**THIS SCHOOL YEAR!**  
*(Hamza Lebbar, 5B)*

The best thing I learned about this year was about the "Age of Exploration." Almost every day after school, I do my homework then I pick up my computer and start researching about my explorer, James Cook. That is not the only thing that makes me like it. I also like to hear information about my classmates' explorers. I got a good grade on my test because I studied really hard to show my mom I was a great student. To conclude, I am really proud to be studying such a great unit and I don't want it to end.

**TRANSITION DAY**  
*(Anas Alali, 5A)*

This year, one of my favorite experiences was the transition day in Middle School. All of the fifth graders had a partner in either 6th, 7th, or 8th grade. We went to three classes: homeroom, French, and math. We saw how transitioning and time management works in Middle School. We also saw how much homework and effort they put into their work. When I walked out of the Randolph Building, I started to think, "I need to prepare myself now or I'll have many issues."
LOWER SCHOOL PRESENTS:
On April 14, grades 2 - 5 put on a show! They performed the musical "The Lorax." Spotlight staff writers and Lorax cast members Habiba Nasrollah (4C) and Rita Bennani (4A) report:

Wow that was a great environmental musical!" said CAS parents. The Lower School worked so hard on the Lorax! the cast practiced every Tuesday starting from March to April. The 14th of April was the Big Day! Each class made their own costumes. The main cast took measurements and brought their own costumes. Trust us, the room was chaotic when we were preparing makeup. First off: we did a dress rehearsal. Then, we had a run through on Thursday for our siblings. Then Friday was the big day the Lower School was waiting for! The Lorax cast members and I were sure nervous but it all passed and we all were proud of ourselves.

(DON'T FORGET TO BUY THE CD!)
LOOK HOW WE'VE GROWN!
We asked our departing teachers to share their favorite CAS memory with us!

Mr. Fletcher, Grade 2 Teacher:
"After four wonderful years here at CAS it is too difficult to pick just one memory. UN Day each year is always a fantastic celebration of the diversity in our community so that stands out. Our performance of The Lion King and The Lorax in recent years are also special memories I will hold dear."

Ms. Bavender, Grade 4 Teacher:
"My favorite memory happened last year. 4B had earned a party for filling up the marble jar. Instead of a party, we had sports day which involved silly sports like the shoe kick, relay races, and tug-o-war. During the tug-o-war game, the rope snapped and everyone fell backwards. Fortunately, no one was hurt and it was really funny to watch."

Ms. Clark, Grade 2 Teacher:
"I really enjoyed second grade's assembly this year. Students presented about winter holidays around the world. They researched and made Powerpoints, Venn Diagrams, and a movie to share their information. They also learned a very catchy song to put everyone in the holiday spirit."

Mr. Frey, School Counselor:
"Seeing students participate in random acts of kindness. For example, students going out of their way to share their pizza at the fourth and fifth grade dance."
Ms. Cara, Grade 3 Teacher:
"My favorite CAS memory is when 3rd grade put together blessing bags for 75 preschool children and seeing the pictures of the kids receiving the gifts. Kids are learning to look outside of their own environment with compassion and care."

Ms. Djaboury, Lower School Librarian:
"I loved when author Dan Gutman visited and the students went crazy. All of his books have been checked out for months, and the Pre-First students even rapped to Rappy the Raptor."

Ms. Eileen, Kinder Teacher:
"Today I close the door to the past, open the door to the future, take a deep breath, step on through, and start a new chapter in my life. Thank you CAS for 32 happy years....I will miss you! <3"

Mr. Kurtz, IT Director:
"Watching all the students perform on stage for the Lorax and The Lion King the past two years was amazing. I loved how the whole Lower School came together for the events."

Sara Jibet, Art TA:
"I will miss doing art with some of the CAS students and interacting with some lovely co-workers."
THANK YOU, MS. SCOTT!

WHY DO WE LOVE MS. SCOTT?

"Ms. Scott is nice & kind. She shares stories!"

"I like Ms. Scott – she helps me do a good job!"

"She comes to say ‘Hello – Good Morning’ to my Kinder Class."

"Ms. Scott comes to visit me in the playground."

"Ms. Scott wears lots of stripes and patterns – I see them on her clothes!"

"She knows my name."

"She helps me do a good job."

"Ms. Scott is very nice and generous to give us a soccer league."

"Ms. Scott cares about our safety."

"She is good at fixing problems."

"I remember when she was not allowed to eat pasta and we gave her special pasta for her birthday. I liked surprising her."

"She's always kind to me."

"She listens to me."

"Ms. Scott I will miss you a lot. I had a really fun time when I had lunch with you. I hope you have a good trip."

"She does a good job on stage for assemblies."

"One day she played with me at recess."

"She's always there to help us- everywhere! In recess, in the waiting room, all over!"

"She was the best principal!"

"She always comes and says good morning during morning meetings and gives big air hugs!"

"She always welcomes and supports our ideas. When she comes in she wants to know what everyone is doing, she cares about what we’re doing and learning."
MORE REASONS WE LOVE MS. SCOTT:

“She never wants to disappoint people and she takes care of all of lower school and makes sure we’re okay. When she solves problems she doesn’t scream and she has a lot of patience.”

“I had a really fun time having you as a principal. You always had a smile.”

“You have been a great principal here. I remember when you used to come to our classes to see how we worked as a team. Hopefully you will have the best of times wherever you travel.”

“I will miss you so much and I remember when you used to stand in front of the door with a big smile on your face.”

“I remember when you tried to make me a new friend and it worked! I bet you’re the best principal in the whole world.”

“No one can ever replace you as principal. I remember when someone was crying, you made that person feel better.“

“I will never forget you. There isn’t a principal like you. I remember when you introduced me to new friends and it worked.”

“She’s always smiling and she shows perseverance even when things are tough.”

“She gives people another chance and she’s always open for new ideas. A memory that I have with her is when I first came to the school and I didn’t know any English but she still accepted me.”

“She solves problems quickly.”

“She makes nice assemblies for the lower school and she’s also serious but kind.”

“She always cares about people and she accepts new projects.”

“She always works hard to make lower school teachers and students happy.”

“She never gives up and she’s always curious about what we do.”

“She’s a caring person.”

“She cheers us up when we’re sad.”

“When someone is sick she’s there to help them and check on them.”

WE LOVE YOU MS. SCOTT!!!
Thank you Ms. Eileen!

This is Ms. Eileen's last year after teaching at CAS for 32 years. We will miss you Ms. Eileen!

"Hello Ms. Eileen, this is Simohammed Nasrollah. I was your kindergarten and nursery student. We had an awesome time. I hope you remember my sweet face and I remember yours. I hope you remember our awesome moments. I had fun with you and I hope you had fun with me. I love you Ms. Eileen and I hope you enjoy your life. You're awesome.

(Simohammed Nashrollah, G5)

"Ms. Eileen, until this day I can still remember you being the best kindergarten teacher I could have ever asked for. You stood by our sides and gave us a big warming hug when we needed it. I will never forget you and what you have done for me. (Former student Yahia Rahmouni)

Hello Ms. Eileen, this is Rania from fifth grade. I was in your class in kindergarten and nursery. I will miss you so much because you’ve taught me a lot of things that I am needing. I hope you leave with a smile on your face. I missed the times you tutored. It was fun with you I am going to miss I hope you remember me. Take care and have fun! (Rania El Arabi, G5)

"Ms. Eileen! Honestly, I don’t know how to say goodbye! Or from where to start! 10 years ago, you welcomed me with a warm hug when all I did was throw a tantrum for refusing to leave my mom and enter kindergarten. I’m sure that if I ask any of the students who had you as a teacher I doubt they would refuse to agree that not only were you a sweet and joyful teacher but a blessing too. You bring a vibrant zeal to every room you walk in on and most importantly your hugs will never be replaceable! I remember the first time I hugged you was when the I was playing in the playground and I tripped on my shoelaces! For some reason, I got scared and started to cry! You rushed over and gave me the most reassuring hug I could ever imagine!!! Of course, I could go on and on about your amazing hugs but that's not the only thing that I will miss... I’m sure that when I say this I am speaking on behalf of everyone... we will miss your interactive kinder classes, your smiles in the hallways and most importantly your “Dina look at you.. all grown up”... This is a very hard goodbye but from the bottom of our hearts we wish you all the best in your upcoming journey full of love and hugs." (Former student Dina Toum-Bencheckroun)

"Ms. Eileen was really nice to us. She's a helper! In Kinder, I learned a lot. I learned to write! I will miss you a whole lot!"

(Jana Shamila, G1)

"I liked when she taught us words, and how to read. I really wanted to be the first student to say the word. I don't want you to go. I will miss you!

(Aya Hadoudi, G3)

"Ms. Eileen was always kind and sweet and playful. When I feel bad she's always there. Goodbye, thank you very much, and you will always be in my heart."

(Reda Farid, G5)

"I liked when she taught us the numbers 1 - 100. Ms. Eileen, I hope you had a wonderful year and you continue to have wonderful times!"

(Rebal Ali Hacem, G3)

"She helped a lot. I will miss her! Thank you so much, Ms Eileen!

(Salmane Lahlou, G1)
Play is the highest form of research.

- Albert Einstein
The kinder students performed in a wonderful end of the year concert and then received their preschool diplomas. Congratulations to the future class of 2030 on graduating from preschool.

Kinder A
- Maira Ahmed
- Mya Ait Manna
- Camelia Anbaoui
- Abdellah Bouamri
- Kamil Boukitab
- Mohamed Chahoui
- Sabaa El Ghadi
- Yanis El Yacoubi
- Isadora Fotland
- Maalik Gouti
- Elisa Lobon
- Alvaro Lopez
- Khadija Maaouni
- Youssef Qaid
- Mehdi Rhadi
- Zineb Saadane
- Elias Shamila
- Neyl Slimani
- Kenza Tazi

Kinder B
- Kenza Abdelmoumen
- Artur Baran
- Rym Belmehdi
- Alia Benamour
- Omar Benzekri
- Malak Bouasria
- Simo Bouayad
- Yousef Bouazza
- Syrine Chraibi
- Aya Dakouni
- Kamil El Yacoubi
- Imane Hilali
- Radia Jamai Ghazlani
- Dowon Lee
- Si Qi Li
- Rayane Mestari
- Rania Monferrer Taghzouti
- Jana Ouhadry
- Aida Sahib
PRE FIRST EXPERTS ON MOROCCO

AND SNAILS!!!
In first grade, we learned about animals. I learned about the red panda. I researched that the red panda climbs with his claws and his feet. He uses his mouth to chew up his food. He eats fruits and vegetables. We learned about different animals and how to use the internet to research. We used google to type in questions about our animals and found the answers. Then we answered questions about our animals, like where does your animal live and what does your animal eat on a paper. Check out some of our work!

(Yasmine Anbaoui, G1 Staff) Writer
Hello! Do you like technology? Grade 2 is going to tell you about some programs we use in class:

So today I am going to talk about Spark Video! In Spark Video you make a video! It is very cool, you can go and take pictures. When you're done you go to Spark Video, go on photo and you will find all your pictures and you can start your video. Next, you can write or choose a picture for the video. Then you go to the next box. You can also record! And save it to the Drive or SeeSaw. So thank you for reading this article!

(Selma Squalli, G2 Staff Writer)

Second graders enjoy using technology in the classroom! Some of their favorite programs include Plickers, Spark Video, SeeSaw, Socrative, Quizlet and Sushi Monster.

If you like technology, what do you want to use? I like to use iPads! Language Arts Frenzy helps us to learn about language usage, AND we can challenge other players around the world! Thank you for reading this article, and I hope you liked it!

(Jiho Son, G2 Staff Writer)
A community is a group of people that live together or work together. Maybe you didn’t know but you’re a part of different communities, like your neighborhood, your family, your class, your school, your continent (Africa) and the world. CAS helps our school community. Every grade had something to bring in for the maintenance staff for the Ramadan season. It is a very special time in Morocco for Muslims. We are doing this because our staff works very hard to make sure everything is clean and prepared for us to learn. Thank you to everyone who participated, it’s very important for them.

Students in different grades went on trips for Explore Morocco, third grade went to explore our community of Casablanca. Did you know that Casablanca has many different places for tourists to come see? One place that tourists like to come to is Marché Centrale. It is a very useful place because now everything is set up in one building, but in the past you would have to go to different places for your groceries and things that you need. In the past, fruit, vegetables and fish were sold on the floor, but now it’s set up very well and the people that work there are very nice and they’ve worked there for a long time. One woman that we interviewed said that she worked there for 40 years!

These are the people that went to Marché Centrale and I’m sure they learned a lot.

Hotel Lincoln

Next to Marché Central there is a hotel called Hotel Lincoln. In the past a lot of people went there and it was supposed to be just for couples but bigger families moved in and one day there were too many people on a balcony and the balcony dropped. The hotel closed because this harmed people. When it closed people moved out it fell apart because it’s like a person. If a person doesn’t have friends or people who care about them then it’s not going to do well. Do you think someone will save this special building?

(Kenza El Bardai & Jade Soumaki, G3 Staff Writers)
In fourth grade, we did a biography project. For my project I chose Ibn Rushd because he explored almost the entire world and he doesn’t have a lot of family with him. I included when he was born, his family, what I liked about him, his nicknames, his personality traits, the books that he wrote, and his death. Some of the books he wrote were *Attributes God* and *Origin Of Our Invites*. One of my friends, Myriam from 4B, did her project on a girl named Asmaa Nasa.

When I presented my project I was nervous. When I got three parents I started to feel delighted because they said my project was interesting. After presenting it to parents, a week passed and I had to present it to my class. My project was made with water bottles, paint, yarn, a box, clothes, and nail polish. My classmates liked the water bottles because it represented a clean world. I really enjoyed making this project and learning about Ibn Rushd.

{Aya El Bardai, G4 Staff Writer}

**FARM TO TABLE PROJECT**

For their "Farm to Table" project, fourth graders researched the production process for important Moroccan crops and products, such as olives, mint, argan, raisins, honey, and more! They shared their projects with parents and other visitors on share out day!
Between April 25-28 fifth grade went on a trip to Oukaimeden. Almost the whole grade went. There were many different activities up there. For example, on the first day when we arrived we had a hike in the surrounding area. The next day we divided into our groups and my group went on a hike to a viewpoint of the Toubkal mountain. When we came back, after lunch, we had a soccer match. It was harder to play up there then down in the city. I think this is because of the altitude, so there is less oxygen. The ground was slippery so people always kept on falling.

On Thursday it was basically our last day because on Friday we were leaving after breakfast. So this morning we hiked a really long way up. When we arrived at our destination we went 3 by 3 rock climbing.

Unfortunately it was the last day, Friday April 28th. I wanted to fall down in tears, but I decided to be strong. When we got back, I kept on crying, not because I missed home and my family, but because I wanted to stay back at Oukaimeden. I missed that memorable moment and still miss it to this day. My heart was crushed, it has come to an end. It started and lasted, but not for long. I will truly miss it.

(Myriam Elmoarabit, G5 Staff Writer)
Honor Choir is when different schools join each other and sing songs they've been learning together. Honor Choir was so fun because we got to meet new friends from other schools. It was interesting because I met a lot of schools! The concert was a little scary but also awesome because we followed Ms. O'Connor's hands and didn't make mistakes!

(Rania El Arbiti, G5 Staff Writer)
We gave our staff one final assignment for the year: tell us what you loved about working on Spotlight!

“I liked to write about school and discover things I didn’t know about CAS!”
Rita Bennani, G4 Layout Editor & Staff Writer

"Practicing writing, because writing helps us in so many ways."
Jiho Son, G2 Staff Writer

"I like writing to give information to others. Also, it feels good to work with other people!"
Kenza El Bardai, G3 Staff Writer

"Taking pictures of everyone and seeing them in Spotlight!"
Malak Louimine, G5 Photographer

"My favorite thing was writing about different experiences."
Myriam Elmoarabit, G5 Staff Writer

"Working with Yousseff to move the pictures, change the font, and make it look nice!"
Ali Hajouji, G5 Layout Editor
"Choosing where to put the pictures!"
Yousseff Fakhr-Eddine, G5 Layout Editor

"I had a lot of fun! I was really happy to be a staff writer."
Selma Squalli, G2 Staff Writer

"Interviewing people for Spotlight."
Habiba Nasrollah, G4 Staff Writer

"Taking pictures and learning things about the school."
Myriam Mohemmane, G4 Photographer

"I liked how we worked together, focused, and created things like a word search!"
Lina Chugani, G3 Staff Writer

"Writing stories because I liked what was going on at CAS!"
Rania El Arbiti, G5 Staff Writer

"It's fun - I love taking pictures!"
Malik Benssy, G5 Photographer

"Using my imagination to write about stuff that is important."
Aya El Bardai, G4 Staff Writer
Hamza Boughalem: What do you think makes a good story?
Dan Gutman: I think a good story is a story where the main character gets into trouble and out of trouble, many times! This leaves the reader excited to find out what is going to happen.

Rita Sekkat: Do you hear from your readers? What kinds of things do they say?
Dan Gutman: I hear from them all the time. Kids write to tell me what they think about my books. I feel good about this because I have inspired kids to read.

Elaa Jaber: Where do you get your ideas for your books?
Dan Gutman: I watch TV. I read the newspaper. I listen to the radio. I also visit schools and talk to kids. Moreover, I talk to my kids. They have inspired my whole career.

Sofia Figueira Ruivo: What does your family think of your writing?
Dan Gutman: My kids admire that I am an author. My wife appreciates it too!

Jouhaina El Arabiti: What was one of the most surprising things you learned in creating your books?
Dan Gutman: I never went to school to learn to become a writer. I had to figure it out on my own. What I found out is that you have to take your reader on a roller coaster ride in their mind-- a high and a low. It is just like watching a movie.

Adam Boudih: Do you have any suggestions to help me become a better writer? If so, what are they?
Dan Gutman: You should read "My Weird Writing Tips" book. One tip is to read what you write out loud and pretend that you are someone else. Then you can see the mistakes that you made.
The Spring Fair was cool! I liked the games. I played with my cousin and Ms. Heather. I played in the water and played toss the ball games. I ate a potato tornado. It was so yummy! Thank you PTA for organizing the spring fair!

(Sonia Boutaleb, G1 Student)

Thank you to the parents and teachers for organizing and putting on a fun Spring Fair on a scorching hot Saturday.
CAS students Serine Salhi (2A), Julianna Bazus (3B), Stanislas Bazus (PFA), Anastazja Bazus (G8) & Aliyah Schwartz (G6) traveled to the Azzeden Valley with Ms. Foy, Ms. Cara, and Mr. and Mrs. Bazus to deliver hundreds of shoes. Julianna reports:

I went on a trip in the Azzaden Valley with my teacher. We collected shoes in Casablanca - more than 146 pairs! We collected shoes to give to kids in the Azzaden Valley. I went there for two days. The mountains were very high. It was very beautiful. We slept in a small house. Our host invited us every time to eat in his house because we didn't have anything to eat. When we were going to the house we had a flat tire, but we had an extra wheel!
What I love about Morocco is El Jadida. I love the beach and horses.
(Seung Chan, PFB)

What I love about Morocco is the respect of religions like the church and mosque. This way everyone can feel they are at their house!
(Manel Belmehdi, 3A)

What I love about Morocco is Oasiria in Marrakesh because I like the slides!
(Youssef Alalli, 1A)

What I love about Morocco is it’s a very nice country and people work hard.
(Amira Makroub, 2B)

What I love about Morocco is the music because it’s beautiful and I could listen to it all my life!
(Aida Ibenkhat Zouggari, 2B)

What I love about Morocco is kefta tagines.
(Peyton Collins, PFB)

What I love about Morocco is to go to Marrakesh to see race cars!
(Mohamed Reda Louimine, 1A)

What I love about Morocco is the sea because I can swim and play in the water.
(Sonia Boutaleb, 1A)

What I love about Morocco is that they make so much good food and also good drinks.
(Mehdi Alami, PFB)
Student Portraits of Ms. Scott

Lilya Adnani, 3A
Hafsa Jalouaja, 5B
Sofia Siraji, PFB
Meriem Bouasria, 4A
Mohamed Reda Louimine, 1A
FZ El Mouadden, 2B
SPOTLIGHT STUDENT STAFF

- Lower school teachers for encouraging student involvement.
- Lower school principals Ms. Amanda Scott and Ms. Brenda Moore for their support of the magazine and wonderful leadership of our school.
What I love about Morocco is all the yummy food like couscous, kfita, and tagen, and the clothes! *(Selma Squalli, 2A)*

What I love about Morocco is what Morocco eats! *(Rita Hayanie, 2B)